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Abstract. Developers are using more and more different channels and
tools to collaborate, and integrations between these tools are becoming
more prevalent. In turn, more data about developers’ interactions at
work will become available. These developments will likely make People
Analytics — using data to show and improve how people collaborate —
more accessible and in turn more important for software developers. Even
though developer collaboration has been the focus of several research
groups and studies, we believe these changes will qualitatively change
how some developers work. We provide an introduction to existing work
in this field and outline where it could be headed.
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Introduction

How people behave at work is becoming more and more measurable. For example,
some companies are exploring the use of sociometric badges [25] that track the
location and meta data about the interactions employees have during the day.
But even without such devices, knowledge workers use more and more services
that collect usage data about their activities.
Developers are an extreme case of this — the center of their work is their
computer on which they write code, create and close tickets, and initiate textbased chats or calls that are all recorded in some way or another. Changes to a
source code repository are recorded in full, task management applications have
an API that makes changes available to API clients, and calendar systems track
whom people have appointments with and when.
These changes in software development practice are paralleled by academic
research: there are new insights into how developers collaborate, established and
new methods in social network analysis, ongoing research in visualizing collaboration, recent attempts to measure developer affect, and research on giving (developers) feedback. We discuss these areas and how they are relevant to changes
in how software developers work in Section 2.
While one option would be to discuss this development as an issue of increasing potential surveillance, we consider it an opportunity to make work itself

better. The rise of distributed and remote work also means that developers need
better support to improve how they collaborate.
An analytics system could track unusual events in source code repositories,
project management tools, calendaring applications, or video conferencing. This
would help monitoring whether some team members are isolated or disengaged
— and thus might need assistance — or whether employees working on the
same or related artifacts are communicating enough. Contrarily, visualizing and
providing feedback about the steady progress that a team of developers makes
could be introduced, e.g., as motivational support.
What is People Analytics? This opportunity to improve work is called People
Analytics by some. There are multiple, but fuzzy definitions of the term. Even
the book that helped coin the term, “People Analytics” by Waber [57], does not
provide a definition of what is actually meant.
We therefore provide a definition by relying on our interpretation of People
Analytics literature and a previous definition of generic analytics by Liberatore
et al. [28]:
Definition 1. People Analytics is the use of data, quantitative and qualitative
analysis methods, and domain knowledge to discover insights about how people
work together with the goal of improving collaboration.
As such, People Analytics shares some similarities with the Quantified Self
movement3 — but in this case, it is applied to groups of professionals instead of
private individuals.
Similar to the recently popularized areas of Big Data or Data Science, the
specific technical methods are not necessarily new. However, their deliberate
application within the context of the goal of improving how people work has,
as far as we know, not been embraced by the software engineering research
community. We believe that it could be a useful umbrella term to bring disparate
research groups closer together.
We distinguish People Analytics from code analytics and from the mining
software repositories lines of research. Instead of focusing on the artifacts that
people create and modify, we now concentrate on how they work together to
achieve their goals. The central element we are interested in is not the source
code file or the commit, but the developer.
Phases in People Analytics. Again leaning on previous work on general analytics [28] and Singer’s work [46], we divide the application of People Analytics
into six activities: goal setting, data collection, two parallel phases of analysis
and intervention, change, and reflection (cf. Fig. 1).
Goal Setting. In this first phase, those implementing a People Analytics project
define what the project’s subject of interest is, what it is supposed to discover
more about, and what it is supposed to change or improve.
3

“individuals engaged in the self-tracking of any kind of biological, physical, behavioral,
or environmental information” [55]
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Fig. 1. The phases in People Analytics.

Data Collection. Now, the data needed for achieving the goal is chosen. A collection strategy is formulated and systems are being set up for cleaning, aggregating, and otherwise manipulating the collected data.
Analysis and Intervention. While or after the data is being collected, the analyst
will either run one or multiple analyses of the data, deploy an intervention —
such as a feedback system based on the collected data (cf. section 3) — or both.
Change. Depending on the project, an analysis could provide proof or hints for
required changes in how developers work together, or an intervention could provoke these changes to occur without further actions. For example, an analysis
could show that all communication between two groups goes through a single
developer, posing a risky bottleneck. A pure analysis-based management intervention could then consist of assigning individuals to similar bridging roles. An
intervention in our sense would give the affected developers automatic feedback
about this bottleneck and potentially trigger them to reorganize around it themselves.
Reflection. Finally, those implementing the People Analytics project will want to
reflect on whether the project reached its stated goal, why it worked, or possibly
why it did not work. Often novelty in reconfigurations or feedback systems can
wear off, making them less effective over time. Therefore, whether the change
will last needs to be considered and perhaps a strategy to evolve the manual
or automatic intervention will need to be put in place. In this phase, further
data collection to gather insights about the successes and failures that occurred
in the project can be helpful in understanding the second-order effects of an
intervention — including, but not limited to qualitative post-mortem interviews
with the affected developers (cf., e.g., section 3).
People Analytics has a lot of potential for improving how developers collaborate. At the same time, there are multiple challenges that need to be overcome
to be able to implement a successful People Analytics project. Mistrust, fear of
surveillance, or choosing metrics for feedback that make matters worse are only
a few examples from the problems that can arise.
Those implementing a People Analytics project need to be fluent in diverse
methods of data collection and analysis, but also need expertise in creating
interventions by using insights from human-computer interaction as well as organizational studies and management science.

We contribute our views on these challenges, possible solutions, and promising paths to be taken that could help fulfill the promise of this emerging field.
This paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, we review
existing literature that could help those trying to drive People Analytics in
software engineering forward. Section 3 presents a simple application of People
Analytics in which we nudged student developers towards a certain behavior
when committing to a version control system. We then conclude the paper with
an outlook.

2

Background and Related Work

This section gives an overview of existing literature that we consider to be relevant and interesting when applying People Analytics to software engineering.
It is not a complete list, but rather a collection of research that we believe
could be inspiring when conducting research on or implementing People Analytics projects in practice. At the same time, we use it to roughly define what our
view of People Analytics in software development entails.
We see five major areas that are especially relevant for People Analytics research in software engineering: general insights on how developers collaborate,
social network analysis to discern interaction patterns and relationships between
developers, visualizing collaboration to support developer understanding, measuring developer affect to enable adaptable development tools, and giving developers feedback to help them understand and act upon their own behaviors. We
now discuss each in turn.
In their discussion of groupware [13], Ellis, Gibbs, and Rein emphasized the
importance of communication, collaboration, and coordination for group-based
activities. Since a few decades, software development is usually performed in
groups that work together. We therefore start with a discussion of how developers
collaborate and what challenges they meet. We then turn to how communication,
collaboration, and coordination of developers can be measured. We close with
a brief discussion of how to use such metrics for giving developers and their
managers feedback.
2.1

Insights on Communication, Collaboration, and Coordination

To understand what the customs and challenges are in developer collaboration,
we discuss some relevant studies.
Organizational Factors: Lavallee and Robillard [26] report on a study in which
they observed a team of developers in a large organization. Over a period of ten
months, they attended weekly status meetings and noted interactions and the
topics that were discussed. The researchers condensed their observations into a
list of ten organizational factors that hurt the overall quality of the software produced in the project under study. Several of them are related to communication

between developers themselves or between developers and business stakeholders
— such as undue pressure from management delivered through informal channels, differences between the formal and the actual processes, or needing the
right social capital to be able to get work done.
Pair Programming: Stapel et al. [50] study how student developers communicate
during pair programming: they find that many conversations between developers
are about concrete code, but when considering conversation length they spend
the most time discussing software design. When considering how conversations
change over time, discussions about code becomes less and less — possibly because developers learn syntax and project-specific conventions. Plonka et al. [38]
found that pair programming as a method that influences developer communication can help diffuse knowledge within teams and organizations.
Team Mood and Interaction Intensity: Schneider et al. [44] investigate the relationships between media, mood, and communication in teams of student developers. Amongst other findings, the authors report that excessive positive mood
around a project’s midpoint could actually be detrimental, as it would often
signal too much optimism that could easily derail the project in its later stages.
To this end, the authors recommend providing developers with technical milestones such as objective quality gates to provide feedback to developers regularly,
improving their self-evaluation. They also find that having early indicators for
isolated team members or high variance in a developer’s participation can be
helpful tools for project managers. Since they find a relationship between developer affect and project success, the authors recommend that the mood in
developer teams be regularly measured to serve as a heuristic to alert managers
about potentially problematic projects. At the same time, both data about mood
and interaction intensity between team members should be made available to the
developers themselves to make them aware of things that might be going wrong
in their project.
The Role of Social Software: In previous work, we and others have studied how
developers use signals in social media to collaborate [53]. These signals could,
e.g., be text and visuals that convey someone’s status in a community or their
experience with a particular technology. We found that these signals influence
how developers collaborate with others, how recruiters evaluate them, what and
from whom they learn, and even whether and how they test their open source
contributions.
Singer et al. [47] report on a qualitative study involving both developers
with active social media profiles and software development recruiters. The authors find that public profiles, aggregated activity traces, as well as the detailed
activity data and artifacts developer create are useful for both assessment between developers and also the assessment of developers by external parties, such
as recruiters. Capiluppi et al. [8] argue that these activity signals could help
recruiters find suitable candidates even if these do not have a traditional degree,
helping non-traditional candidates start their career in software development.

Pham et al. [37] conducted a qualitative study with users of GitHub, finding
that the affordances of the site — several of them reflecting information about
people and groups, not artifacts — are helpful in nudging inexperienced developers towards the expected behavior and norms of an open source project they
want to contribute to. In part, this was due to normative behavior — such as
what a good pull request should contain — being published and discussed in the
open.
Finally, Singer et al. [48] conducted a study on how and why software developers use the microblogging service Twitter. Two of the more prominent findings
were that a) microblogging helps developers connect with one another and participate in cultures they are geographically not a part of and b) that access
to such a diverse network of other developers can provide developers with rich
opportunities for learning new technologies and practices.
Take-away: There has been quite some research on issues such as how developers work, why they behave the way they do, why they use the tools they use,
what challenges they really face, and how they currently cope with these challenges. We should use these studies to learn from and to better understand what
problems we should attempt to solve.
2.2

Methods: Social Network Analysis

Now that we have provided an impression of recent research in how developers
collaborate, we turn to research that attempts to measure it. We begin with the
fundamentals of social network analysis and then discuss its relevance to team
work.
Fundamentals: A social network is a structure that is composed of actors and
the ties between them. Actors — the nodes — and ties — the edges between the
nodes — form a graph. Depending on the application, ties can be weighted or
unweighted, directed or undirected. The weight of an edge can, e.g., represent
the strength of a relationship or the number of interactions between two actors.
The social networks of development teams can, for example, be derived from
organizational data [33], commit histories [30,10], or email exchanges [2].
Parts of this graph can be considered their own sub-networks and can follow
distinct patterns. Some typical sub-networks to consider in analyses are, for
example, the singleton (an unconnected node), the dyad (a connection between
two nodes), or the triad (with all possible edges between three nodes). Another
important sub-network is the clique: a number of nodes where every node is
connected to every other node.
Network science has invented many different metrics and properties that can
be helpful when trying to understand how and why a social network functions:
– Connectedness: two nodes are connected if there is a path in the graph that
leads from one node to the other.

– Centrality: this describes a few different measures that determine how central
a node is in a graph. Examples are degree centrality (a node’s number of
edges) or betweenness centrality (measures the importance of a node to the
shortest paths through the graph).
– Density: the number of edges in a graph divided by the numbers of possible
edges in the graph. Intuitively, this measures how well connected a social
network is.
– Centralization: measures how evenly distributed centrality is across all the
nodes of a graph.
Discovering Roles: Such properties can be useful, e.g., in automatically finding
bridges — nodes that form the only connection between two separate groups —
or for discovering equivalent roles in a social network. Golbeck [16] provides an
accessible introduction to these and many more analyses.
For example, Burt [5] provides a note on discovering equivalent roles in a
social network by categorizing every actor by the triad types they have. Practically, this allows clustering of actors by the role they occupy in an organization.
Comparing the result of such an analysis with the officially assigned roles could
help uncover discrepancies — enabling organization to, e.g., become aware of
what its employees actually do or to bring official roles more in line what is
really happening.
Relationship Intensity: Weak ties [17] between people within different parts of an
organization can speed up projects by providing a project team with knowledge
not available within its own ranks [22]. However, this is only true if the needed
knowledge is simple enough — needing to transfer complex knowledge via weak
ties can slow projects down. Strong ties across organizational boundaries might
be preferable in this case, however these are usually not numerous enough to
ensure access to the relevant knowledge. The weight of an edge between actors
in a social network can also be important when measuring the decay [6] between
relationships that naturally happens over time. Organizations could use this
information to improve employee retention.
Nagappan et al. [33] calculated eight different organizational measures about
the Microsoft developers who worked on Windows Vista. Examples are number
of engineers having edited a binary, number of ex-engineers, the position of a
binary’s owner in the hierarchy, or the number of different organizations making
changes to a binary. They found that their measures were more reliable and
accurate at predicting failure-proneness than any of the code-based metrics they
compared them against.
Social Networks over Time: Apart from the relatively static metrics discussed so
far, social networks and the events happening to them can also be analyzed with
a temporal dimension added. Xuan et al. [58] use both data on communication
(exchanged messages) and collaboration (artifacts edited) over time to reveal the
structure of development teams and model individual and team productivity. In
this case, actors in the network can be either developers or edited artifacts.

Composing Teams: Finally, Reagans et al. [39] show that for organizations, it
might be easier and more effective to compose teams based on employees’ social
networks instead of their demographics. There is no doubt that social networks
within organizations can have a significant impact on the organization’s productivity, speed, and success — and that being able to analyze these social networks
is a necessary step to improvement.
Take-away: By combining methods and insights from classic social network
analysis with organizational studies, we can gain valuable insights that neither
discipline would have discovered on its own.
2.3

Methods: Visualizing Collaboration

While an analysis may often require only data and an algorithm, visualizing data
can aid exploration — we therefore briefly discuss some approaches to visualizing
the collaboration between software developers.
Repository Evolution: Both Gource [9] and Code Swarm [34] produce high-level
video visualizations of a source repository’s history. Software evolution story
lines [35] attempt to show more detail than the aforementioned, but in consequence do not scale as well to larger projects.
Visualizing Information Flows: Stapel et al. [51,52] present FLOW Mapping,
a visualization of both formal and informal information flows through diverse
communication channels. Their approach is both for planning and monitoring the
media and indirections through which developers communicate during a project.
It is meant to improve communication in distributed software projects. In an
evaluation within a distributed student project, the authors monitored meta
data about communication through channels such as instant messaging, audio
and video calls, as well as source code repositories. The project manager in the
evaluation reported that the technique helped plan and measure compliance with
a communications strategy, and also to become aware of the different developers’
locations and connections.
Related to the FLOW Mapping visualizations, Schneider and Liskin [43] define the FLOW Distance to measure the degree of indirection in communication between developers. Their metrics takes into account indirections created
through other people, documents, and processes. The authors believe this to
provide an objective metrics to measure how remote developers might feel from
each other.
Meeting Profiles: Liskin et al. [29] measured meeting frequency and length in
a project with student developers. The authors visualize the meeting profiles of
different teams and assign them to different categories. By comparing meeting
profiles with the actual projects, they find that high project pressure seems to
correlate with more frequent meetings. The authors argue that such a visualization could be a significant help for managers who want to assess the stress

level in the projects they’re responsible for. Extreme meeting profiles or sudden changes in meeting intensity could be sufficient heuristics for evaluating a
project’s problems more closely. At the same time, the data to produce meeting
profiles can be measured easily.
Take-away: Visualizing activity in code repositories is an interesting field of
study. But crucial insights can be gained using simpler visualizations and instead
focusing more effort on figuring out how to measure things that have previously
been too hard to measure.
2.4

Methods: Measuring Developer Affect

Having discussed the measuring of interactions between developers, we now turn
to the individual — specifically, developers’ emotions, moods, or affects. Graziotin et al. [19] provide a comprehensive overview of the involved psychological
concepts and challenges in conducting experiments that measure affect.
Affect and Productivity: Previous research suggests this is an important topic.
Meyer et al. [31] report on a study about the perceptions developers have about
their own productivity. Their participants report that completing big tasks results in feelings of happiness and satisfaction. Relatedly, Graziotin et al. [18]
found that the attractiveness of a task and perceiving to have the skills required to complete it correlate with developers’ self-assessed productivity. Khan
et al. [24] found that developer mood affects debugging tasks. Finally, in a study
on the reasons for developer frustrations, Ford and Parnin found that the majority of developers is able to recall recent experiences of severe frustration [14].
Being able to measure the affective state of a developer therefore seems potentially valuable.
Measuring Emotions: Fritz et al. [15] provide a method based on biometric measures to estimate task difficulty. The authors argue that this will enable them
to stop developers to let them reconsider the task when it seems too difficult.
Relatedly, Mller et al. [1] use biometric sensors to detect when a developer is
“stuck.” Shaw [45] provides a method to assess developer emotions purely based
on psychological questionnaires — which is likely more cost-effective, but also
similarly distracting and likely less reliable than biometric sensors. Cheaper and
less intrusive methods, such as the mouse- and keyboard-based approach proposed by Khan et al. [23], could prove to be more applicable, even though they
seem to be much less reliable.
Guzman et al. [20] report on a sentiment analysis of commit messages from a
set of open source projects. The authors find that developers in more distributed
teams tend to write more positive messages, that commit messages in Java-based
projects tend be more negative, and that code committed on Mondays also comes
with more negative messages. However, Murgia et al. [32] show that emotions
expressed within software development are often more nuanced than expected,
and that an automatic analysis will likely not be precise enough.

Summarizing the above, we note that it would be valuable to be able to assess
developers’ moods and emotions, but sufficiently reliable solutions are currently
costly, inconvenient, or both. Light-weight solutions do not yet seem to achieve
a suitable level of reliability.
Emotionally Adaptive Tools: However, assuming a light-weight, but reliable
method to measure developer affect would exist, interesting possibilities would
open up in supporting collaborative work. Dewan [12] proposes a collaboration
system that tailors messages, tasks, and notifications between colleagues to their
current level of frustration and interruptibility.
Take-away: Measuring developer affect is an interesting and challenging topic,
but we need to keep in mind that results so far have been mixed. Future improvements in methods will likely bring new ethical challenges.

2.5

Feedback Interventions

The previous sections have described what data could be interesting to gather
and how it could be manipulated to make insights more obvious. We now focus
on delivering feedback and insights to developers to support them and positively
influence their behavior.
Workspace Awareness: Several existing interventions fall into the sub-class of
workspace awareness tools. These use data on developer activity and display
them to developers — usually in a continuous and unobtrusive manner. Palantr
by Sarma et al. [41] is one of the more prominent examples. Notably, it uses a
change severity metric to decide how prominently a change should be displayed
to a developer.
What Developers Want: Treude et al. [56] recently reported on a qualitative
study in which they investigated how developers believe activity should be measured, summarized, and presented. Among other findings, they report that unexpected events such as changes in estimates, new dependencies, or API changes
could be highly valuable for developers to be notified of. With UEDashboard [27],
they have recently shown a tool that supports detecting and displaying such unusual events.
Finding Expertise: Guzzi and Begel [21] present CARES, a Visual Studio extension. When opening a file under version control, CARES displays a list of
developers who had previously committed changes to that file. The authors report that developers in an evaluation successfully used CARES to find relevant
colleagues to talk to.

Establishing and Changing Habits: Pham et al. [36] augment the Eclipse IDE
with a testing-specific dashboard that presents developers with a set of signals
inspired by the social transparency framework [54]. The authors’ aim is to nudge
novice or newly hired developers towards the testing culture implemented by
existing developers.
Finally, Teamfeed [49] is a Web application that uses a very simple metric —
the number of commits made by a developer in a project — to create a projectinternal developer ranking. The first author conducted a quasi-experiment on
this intervention with student developers, which we report on in detail in the
following section.
Take-away: Often, the problems of software engineering are being worked on
from the perspective of software engineers. Adding a more design-oriented lens
to the process can lead to more interesting results in both practice and research.
In our opinion this specific combination of fields still contains much unrealized
potential for interdisciplinary collaboration.

3

Making Analytics Feedback Useful: Gamification of
Version Control

The preceding section has discussed a range of different ideas on measuring and
giving feedback on developer collaboration — yet it has merely scratched the
surface of each of the few areas it addresses. We suspect that choosing the right
things to measure and giving appropriate feedback could be one of the more
challenging aspects in People Analytics.
In the following, we show how a very simple metric — the number of commits a developer makes to a repository — can be used to influence the commit
behavior of a cohort of student developers. This illustrates that what is measured
potentially matters less than how it is presented to developers.
The quasi-experiment we are about to describe evaluated the Practice Adoption Improvement Process (PAIP ). PAIP is a systematic process for improving
the adoption of software engineering practices, and includes a catalog of patterns
that can be applied during that process.
The process, the catalog, as well as the quasi-experiment are part of Singer’s
thesis [46]. They are an example for a specific application of People Analytics
— namely affecting behavior change in how developers collaborate.
3.1

Introduction

Together with Stapel and Schneider [49], the first author conducted the following
quasi-experiment while in Hannover, Germany. In a student project lasting a full
semester, we attempted to improve the adoption of version control practices in
small teams of student developers. We used early versions of both PAIP and
the catalog of adoption patterns and used the experience from this evaluation
to refine both.

A quasi-experiment is an experiment in which the assignment of subjects
to the control vs. treatment conditions is non-random. In our case, the control
group was comprised of data from the version control repositories of previous
years in which our group organized this project. The treatment group was the
cohort of students taking the project in the fall term of 2011.
Developers do not always strictly follow software development processes and
software engineering practices [46]. Even though individuals may be aware of a
practice and its advantages, as well as capable of implementing it, they do not
always adopt it — a situation called the Knowledge-Attitude-Practice-gap (or
KAP-gap) in the innovation-decision process by Rogers [40].
In centralized version control systems such as Subversion4 , developers should
commit early and often to decouple changes from each other and to spot conflicts with the work of other developers earlier [4]. To make browsing historical
data easier, each change should include a description of its contents — the commit message. Even though many developers know of these or similar guidelines,
they do not always follow them. This can influence the maintainability — and
therefore quality and costs — of a software project negatively.
In our experience, student projects can be problematic in this regard: developers include several different features and fixes in a single commit. They leave
commit messages empty. These problems occur regularly, even though the organizers of the project emphasize every year that they want students to commit
regularly, since the version control repository is the only way for our group to
continue work on the students’ projects later — for which a meaningful commit
history would be useful. The organizers also emphasize that other students —
peers of the student developers — might need to access the repository in the
future, e.g., to improve on one of the student projects for a thesis.
However, the problem persists. We suspect the reason to be a combination of
missing knowledge regarding best practices and a lack of motivation for spending
the additional effort needed for thoughtful commits. We therefore decided to
apply an early version of PAIP in the fall 2011 term’s project and used a selection
of adoption patterns to create a persuasive intervention to alleviate this problem.
Before documenting our application of PAIP, the following section introduces the
experiment context.
3.2

Experiment Context

Each fall semester, our research group organizes the software project (SWP)
course, a mandatory course for computer science undergraduates. The course has
roughly 35 to 70 participants every time, most of them in their fifth semester.
The students form teams of four to six members, and elect a project leader as
well as a quality agent. The project starts at the beginning of October and lasts
until the end of January.
The members of our research group act as customers, proposing software
projects that we would like to have developed. That way, we are able to provide
4
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projects with real requirements while keeping control of their size and technological demands. This is beneficial for the comparability of projects in experiments
such as the one presented here. Usually, each student team will work on a different project with a different customer, however some projects may be given to
multiple teams to work on independently.
Each project is divided into three main phases: requirements elicitation, software design, and implementation. After that, customers get to try out the produced software and assess their compliance with requirements in a short acceptance phase.
After each phase, the teams have to pass a quality gate (QG) to proceed to
the next phase. This ensures a minimum quality of the artifacts developed in
each phase. If a team fails a quality gate, they are allowed to refine their artifacts
once. Failing the quality gate for a single phase repeatedly would lead to failing
the course. However, this has not happened yet.
So far, we have conducted this course every year since 2004. For this experiment, we only consider the years starting with 2007, as this was the first year
we had the students use Subversion for version control. The process we use and
the size of the projects have not changed significantly since then. The duration
has constantly been the whole fall semester. While each project is different, we
take care to always provide projects with similar requirements regarding effort
and proficiency in software development. This is to ensure fairness between the
teams with the added benefit of better comparability.
The preconditions regarding the participants have been very stable. Our
group teaches all the basic courses on software engineering, software quality,
and version control. The contents of these courses have remained similar over
the years.
In the first phase, students make appointments with their customers and
interview them about their requirements. They produce a requirements specification that they need to get signed by their respective customer to proceed to
the next phase. In the second phase, the teams can choose between preparing
an architecture or creating exploratory prototypes. In both variants, they are
required to produce a software design document. They implement the actual
applications in the third and final phase.
During the project, a member of our group will act as coach, answering
questions about technical subjects and the development process. To create time
scarcity, each team receives six vouchers for customer appointments of 15 minutes
each and six vouchers for coach appointments of 30 minutes each.
At the end of the project, the customer executes the acceptance tests from
the requirements specification and decides whether rework is needed. Once the
customer has finally accepted or rejected the software product, the role-play
ends.
Finally, we conduct an LID session with each team. LID — short for Lightweight Documentation of Experiences — is a technique for the elicitation of
project experiences [42]. A typical LID session for the course takes about two
hours during which the team members and a moderator jointly fill in a template

for experience elicitation. An LID session inquires students about impressions,
feelings, conflicts, and advice, and has them review the whole project from beginning to end. In the sessions, we emphasize that their passing of the course will
not be affected anymore and encourage them to honestly describe the negative
experiences as well.
For each team, we provide a Subversion repository, a Trac5 instance for issue
tracking, and a web-based quality gate system that is used to progress the teams
through the project phases. The Trac instance is linked to the team’s version
control repository, so students are able to see their team’s commits using either
Trac or any Subversion client.
3.3

Experiment Design

This section documents how we applied PAIP and deployed a persuasive intervention — with a Web application called Teamfeed as its treatment — to a student population of 37 participants. The section’s organization is based on PAIP’s
first five steps: Characterize Context, Define Adoption Goal & Metrics, Choose
Adoption Patterns, Design Treatment, and Deploy Intervention. The succeeding
section implements the sixth step: Analyze Results.
Characterize Context In the first step of PAIP, the change agent determines
the current context in which PAIP is to be applied. This entails the practice for
which adoption should be improved and its properties, as well as the characteristics of the developer population.
The Software Engineering Practice To apply PAIP, the change agent decides
whether the practice for which adoption is to be influenced is comprised of
primarily routine or creative tasks. This experiment is concerned with practices
for committing to version control, which involves deciding when to commit, what
to commit, and how to describe it in the commit message. Based on the rough
guidelines given in PAIP’s description [46], we determine that our practice entails
creative tasks.
The Developer Population Regarding the developer population, the change agent
determines whether there are any existing adopters of the practice that could
act as role models. As we have seen some student developers adhering to good
committing practices in previous years, we decide that we can indeed assume
existing adopters in our population.
Define Adoption Goal & Metrics In this second step, we define the adoption
goal that the intervention should be optimized for. To measure success in the
last step, we define metrics.
5
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Defining a Goal As advised by PAIP, we first choose simple goals that will
improve the performance of those developers with less experience. Further improvements would be possible in future iterations. Therefore, we want students to
commit at all, to commit more often, to commit more regularly, to write commit
messages for their commits, and to write longer commit messages overall.
When defining the goal, PAIP requires the change agent to choose either one
or both of “Start Adopting a New Practice” or “Improve Adoption of a Known
Practice”; for our experiment, we choose both. In every previous instance of the
software project course, there have been some students who never committed to
version control, while most did commit at least once. Some of those committed
only in bursts, some committed more regularly; some wrote commit messages,
and some others did not. For the goals above, we therefore want to both increase
adoption and increase frequency.
Research Questions For the context of this evaluation, we formulate our
goals into research questions that we will investigate in the succeeding section,
documenting PAIP’s sixth step:
– RQ 1: Does our intervention influence student developers to make more
commits and space them out more evenly over time?
– RQ 2: Does our intervention influence student developers to write more and
longer commit messages?
Defining the Metrics To measure our previously defined goals, we choose the
metrics listed in Table 1. The table also assigns metrics to research questions.
Most metrics are self-explanatory, except possibly the time between consecutive
commits. We use this metric to measure whether developers commit more regularly — that is, more evenly spread out over time, with fewer bursts of commits.
Assuming a constant number of commits, a more regular committing behavior
would then result in the median time between commits to increase.
We follow the playful metric recommendation [46] in that we never connected
the committing behavior of students with actual consequences, such as passing
or failing the course. We made this clear to students in person and via email,
RQ

Metric Counting Rule

RQ 1 c
Number of commits per user
∆tC,avg Average and median time between two consecu∆tC,med tive commits of a user in seconds
RQ 2 cM
Number of commits with message per user
cM /c
Message-to-commit-ratio per user
lM,avg Average and median number of characters of the
lM,med commit messages of a user
Table 1. Summary of the defined metrics, assigned to their respective research questions.

emphasizing that we provided the Teamfeed tool purely for the students’ own
benefit.
Finally, PAIP requires us to define when to take measurements and to record
a baseline measurement. For this quasi-experiment, our baseline — i.e., the control group — consists of the Subversion repositories collected during previous
instances of the course from 2007 to 2010. These repositories contain the commits
of 214 students. The results are measured after the course has ended.
Hypotheses For our experiment, we derive the alternative hypotheses for our
research questions. We assume that a positive influence on the commit behavior
of developers can be exerted by deploying our persuasive intervention. This influence should lead to more commits per developer, to temporally more evenly
spaced commits, to more commits with messages per developer, and to longer
commit messages. Accordingly, our respective null hypotheses are that the deployment of the intervention has no influence on these phenomena.
Choose Adoption Patterns The previous two steps of applying PAIP reveal
that we want to either start or improve the adoption of a practice that is comprised of relatively creative tasks. We assume to have some existing adopters.
Based on this information, we choose the following adoption patterns for our intervention in the third step of PAIP. For each pattern, we also repeat its solution
below.
– Normative Behavior: “Make explicit what normative behavior should be
by continuously publishing the behavior of developers, positively emphasizing desirable behavior.”
– Triggers: “Use notifications to cue developers to applying a practice by
directing their attention to a task related to the practice. To support motivation, associate triggers with positive feedback or a goal to be reached. Do
not overload developers with triggers.”
– Points & Levels: “Award points and levels for the activity that is to be
started or intensified. Provide a space for users to display their points and
levels, e.g., on a user profile. Give clear instructions on how to attain different
levels.”
Note that the recommendation for clear instructions was added only after
the completion of this experiment, and therefore was not taken into account.
– Leaderboard: “Use a metric that measures compliance with the software
engineering practice to rank developers against each other, creating explicit
competition. If possible, have groups compete against each other instead of
individual developers against each other.”
Note that the recommendation for groups competing against each other was
added only after the completion of this experiment, and therefore was not
taken into account.
– Challenge: “Provide developers with explicit, attainable, and challenging
goals. Make sure developers understand what the conditions for attaining

the goal are and give explicit feedback on results. Prefer challenges that
require the developer to learn something new over those that merely require
reaching a certain performance as measured by a metric.”
Note that the recommendation for learning goals was added only after the
completion of this experiment, and therefore was not taken into account.
– Progress Feedback: “Provide developers with positive feedback on the
progress they are making in their application of the practice.”
Except for the knowledge stage — which was not addressed by the early
version of PAIP —, this selection of adoption patterns covers all stages of the
innovation-decision process that are relevant to PAIP. Three of the patterns are
from the motivation category: as mentioned before, we suspect missing motivation to be a reason for the adoption issues.
3.4

Designing a Treatment

Using the adoption patterns chosen in the previous step, we now create a treatment that implements the patterns. This design is in part informed by the examples listed for each adoption pattern.
Newsfeed A newsfeed displaying the version control commits for each team implements the Normative Behavior adoption pattern. When no commit message
is given, the application displays a highlighted text stating that a message is
missing.
Leaderboard A list of a team’s members, ordered by their respective number of
commits so far, implements the Leaderboard adoption pattern. Next to the name
of each team member, the member’s current number of commits is given. Below,
the total number of commits for the team is displayed.
Milestones At predefined thresholds for numbers of commits, the application
congratulates users and teams on reaching a milestone. This implements the
Points & Levels pattern. By slowly increasing the distance between the thresholds, this also implements the Challenge pattern: by committing, developers are
able to recognize that there will be another milestone at an even higher number
of commits, providing them with a goal. The congratulatory messages implement
the Progress Feedback pattern.
Notifications For positive events, such as reaching an individual or team milestone, the application sends out email notifications — this implements the Triggers adoption pattern. The congratulatory messages in the emails implement
the Progress Feedback pattern.
Weekly Digest Every Sunday, the application emails a weekly digest to each
developer. It shows the current leaderboard, as well as any milestones reached in
that week. This implements the Triggers adoption pattern. The congratulatory
messages that were given when a milestone was reached implement the Progress
Feedback pattern.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of Teamfeed’s newsfeed and leaderboard.

Teamfeed We now present Teamfeed, a Web application that uses email for notifications. It periodically reads the commits to each team’s repository and saves
them to a database. These are then displayed in a newsfeed for each team. Every
student in the project can log in to Teamfeed using their Subversion account and
is then presented with their respective team’s newsfeed. The newsfeeds of other
teams are not accessible to the students. Fig. 2 shows an anonymized screenshot
of the application in which the names of students and their team have been
altered.
Reaching a milestone generates a special post to the newsfeed. For the milestones, we defined thresholds of 1, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500,
2000, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 7500, and 10000 commits. These generate posts
such as “Congratulations! Jane Doe has reached her 200th commit!” or “Wonderful! Your team has just reached the 1000th commit!” We based the thresholds
on previous semesters’ commit counts and added a buffer.
On the right, the leaderboard lists the team members and the counts of
their respective commits so far. For higher ranks, name and commit count are
displayed in a larger font.
Each Sunday at around 3pm, Teamfeed sent out the weekly email digest to
each student. The digest summarizes how many commits the individual student
has made in the past week, but also provides this information about their teammates. It also mentions milestones that were reached during the week and shows
the current state of the leaderboard.

Deploy Intervention Once the treatments have been created, the change
agent deploys them as a persuasive intervention in the organization. We deployed Teamfeed at the start of the software project course in the fall term of

Group

Control

Teamfeed

Term 2007 2008 2009 2010
Σ
2011
n
40
40
76
58 214
37
nC
31
36
73
55 195
37
n − nC
9
4
3
3
19
0
nC /n
78% 90% 96% 95% 91%
100%
ctotal
3973 3680 6993 7223 21869
4842
ctotal /n
99
92
92 125 102
131
Table 2. Overview of data sources and their values for number of subjects (n), number
of subjects who committed (nC ), number of subjects who never committed (n − nC ),
percentage of committing subjects (nC /n), number of total commits (ctotal ), and average commits per subject (ctotal /n).

2011. The students were told that the purpose of Teamfeed was to support their
collaboration.
3.5

Results and Analysis

The final stage of PAIP involves taking a measurement and comparing it to the
baseline to assess the effectiveness of the intervention. This informs the next
iteration of the process.
Table 2 shows the data sources we used for data collection in our experiment.
It includes the data from five years of the software project course, i.e., the data
accumulated in the fall terms of the years 2007 through 2011. The first four years
were used as the control group. In 2011, we introduced the Teamfeed application
and therefore used it as our treatment group.
In total, there were 26,711 commits in the five years (ctotal ). In the first four
years, each participant made 102 commits on average (ctotal /n). In 2011, this
value was at 131 commits. 251 students took the course over the five years, which
can be seen as n in Table 2. The treatment group consisted of 37 participants.
nC documents the number of students that did commit at all in the respective
year. As the values for nC /n show, all students in the treatment group committed
at least once to version control (100%). In the previous years, however, some
participants never made a single commit (i.e., on average, 91% committed at
least once).
Descriptive Statistics We now present the data we collected for the metrics
we defined, aggregated in Table 3 and visualized as box plots in Fig. 3. Each
set of data is declared for the control group (C) and the treatment group (T),
respectively. For each value, we provide the minimum, the median, and the
maximum value.
For example, Table 3 shows a 76% increase in median commits per participant (c) for the treatment group. The ratio of commits with messages to
commits overall (cM /c) increased by 75%. We now discuss whether these and
other differences are statistically significant.
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Figure 1. Box plots of the data collected for the metrics.
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Fig. 3. Box plots of the data collected for the metrics.

Metric Group
c

Min Median

Max

Control (n=214)
0
69
683
Treatment (n=37)
7
122
387
∆tC,avg C (n=193)
00:00
17:55
>17d
hh:mm T (n=37)
05:51
15:09
>8d
∆tC,med C (n=193)
00:00
00:27
>6d
hh:mm T (n=37)
00:00
00:39
>1d
cM
C (n=195)
0
22
587
T (n=37)
1
69
354
cM /c C (n=195)
0%
49%
100%
T (n=37)
4%
86%
100%
lM,avg C (n=182)
1
39
211
T (n=37)
11
47
92
lM,med C (n=182)
1
28
165
T (n=37)
9
36
85
Table 3. Minimum, median, and maximum values for the collected metrics: number of
commits per subject (c), average (∆tC,avg ) as well as median (∆tC,med ) time between
commits, number of commits with a message per subject (cM ), percentage of commits
with a message (cM /c), and average (lM,avg ) as well as median (lM,med ) lengths of
commit messages.

Hypothesis Testing For most metrics, we were able to determine a statistically
significant difference between the values for the control group and the values for
the treatment group. We performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test for all
the metrics. These tests showed that the data do not follow a normal distribution.
Therefore, we had to use the non-parametric two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test to
test for the significances of differences. Table 4 presents the results of our tests
for statistical significance.
For research question 1, there is a significant difference between the number
of commits per student for the two groups: an increase in 76% (c; p < 0.01). The
average time between commits does not differ significantly (∆tC,avg ). However,
the median time between commits exhibits a significant (∆tC,med ; p < 0.05)
difference: an increase in 44%. We therefore reject the null hypotheses for the
first and the third metrics of research question 1.
The measurements for research question 2 show significant differences. The
number of commits with messages per developer increased by 213% (cM ; p <
0.01); the ratio of commits with messages to overall commits increased by 75%
(cM /c; p < 0.01).
The difference for the average length of commit messages is not significant,
with a 20% increase (lM,avg ; p < 0.1). The difference for the median length
of commit messages is significant with a 28% increase (lM,med ; p < 0.05). We
therefore reject three of the four null hypotheses for research question 2.

Qualitative Analysis To better understand the effects of our intervention,
we now provide an additional qualitative discussion based on the LID sessions
conducted at the end of the project. At the end of the sessions, we inquired
about each team’s impressions of Teamfeed. This provided us with some notable
insights:
– More experienced developers often ignored Teamfeed and the emails it sent.
Some even had setup a filter in their email clients for this purpose. However,
only few seemed to be annoyed by the emails. In an industry setting, one
might want to give developers a way to opt out of such email. Yet, none
asked us about such an option during the course.

RQ Metric Control Treatment Difference Confidence
RQ 1

c
69
122
∆tC,avg
17:55
15:09
∆tC,med
00:27
00:39
RQ 2
cM
22
69
cM /c
49%
86%
lM,avg
39
47
lM,med
28
36
Table 4. Overview of statistical

+76%
p < 0.01
-15%
p > 0.1
+44%
p < 0.05
+213%
p < 0.01
+75%
p < 0.01
+20%
p < 0.1
+28%
p < 0.05
test results.

– Several of the more novice developers reported that they felt motivated by
the milestones. The only team which reached the 1000 commits milestone
was comprised of such members.
– No developer reported any manipulative attempts by themselves or by team
mates. To help ensure this, we performed regular sanity checks of commits
and commit messages, finding no indication for manipulation (such as empty
commits). Overall, we estimate to have sampled about 5% of commits in this
manner.
– One developer explicitly said that Teamfeed’s milestones made him commit
in smaller batches. Instead of putting several bug fixes into a single commit,
he committed his changes after every single fix. In our view, this is desirable
behavior for centralized version control systems.
Research Questions In our research question 1 we asked: Does our intervention influence student developers to make more commits and space them out
more evenly over time?
To answer this question, we defined three metrics: the number of commits
per student, the average time between commits, and the median time between
commits. Based on our measurements, we were able to reject the null hypothesis
for the first and the third metrics. Therefore, we conclude that our treatment
was indeed able to influence student developers to make more commits and space
them out more evenly over time. Not only did it lead to a significantly higher
number of commits per developer, but also resulted in a more evenly distributed
time between commits.
Research question 2 asked: Does our intervention influence student developers
to write more and longer commit messages?
For this question, we defined four metrics: the number of commits with messages, the ratio of commits with messages to overall commits, the average length
of commit messages, and the median length of commit messages. For three of
these metrics, we were able to reject the null hypothesis. We conclude that the
introduction of our application did indeed influence student developers to write
more and longer commit messages. More commits contained commit messages
at all, and those that did contained longer messages.
3.6

Threats to Validity

This section discusses threats to the validity of our quasi-experiment. We show
how we tried to minimize them through the experiment design and mention
remaining limitations.
Internal Validity A significant difference between the control group and the
treatment group does not in itself represent a causal relationship between our intervention and the differences in measurement. Other confounding factors might
have had an influence. The population itself, the students’ education, details in

the execution of the course, and our behavior towards the students might all
have been different.
The advantage of using different populations for the control and treatment
groups, however, is that there should have been no confounding effects with
regard to learning or maturation. In addition, we took care to execute the course
the same as in previous years. As our group also provides the basic software
engineering courses, we feel qualified to say that we did not notice any notable
differences in the students from the control group compared to the students in
the treatment group. Additionally, our courses provide the basic education on
version control, which was the same for both groups.
It is conceivable that general trends in software development and general
computer use changed how students adopt version control practices.
Through the qualitative interviews conducted at the end of the study, we
might have noticed such trends, as we also inquired about how students used
version control — not merely how they used Teamfeed. In these interviews, we
did notice one change in computer use: to exchange files, students had started
using Dropbox, a service that makes it easy to share folders between different
users and synchronizes them over the Internet. In previous cohorts, students had
used version control for exchanging files.
This change in computer use might have influenced the measured impact
of our intervention, as there would have been fewer commits in the treatment
cohort. Those would have been commits made solely for the quick and ephemeral
exchange of project files, however — something that we wouldn’t necessarily
consider the intended use of version control.

Construct Validity Whether the practices we chose for version control are
preferable in a given software engineering situation is debatable. However, we
consider them an important step for the population we investigated. Populations
at other levels of version control proficiency may require different interventions.
Even though the use of metrics in software development can be problematic [3],
our research questions and the metrics we derived address the adoption of these
practices as directly as possible. We therefore consider them appropriate.
In a future investigation, we plan to examine any quality differences in the
commits and commit messages of the control and treatment groups. A preliminary investigation of 100 commit messages showed indications for a decrease of
nonsense messages (“hahaha!”), a decrease of purely technical messages that do
not mention a change’s utility (“add getter getUser()”), and an increase in mentions of functional changes (“fix incompatibility with framework version 1.2.5”).
One possible effect of public, competitive metrics is that people try to “game
the system” — i.e., they try to increase their value for the metric using the easiest
strategies, which might often not be what the creators of the system intended.
In our case, these would be empty commits or nonsense commits. To rule this
effect out, we randomly sampled some of the commits from our treatment group.
We found no indications for invalid or manipulative commits.

Conclusion Validity To mitigate threats to conclusion validity, we used the
data collected over several years of the software project course for our control
group. These 214 participants, combined with 37 participants in the treatment
group, were suitable to provide statistically significant results. To decrease the
risk of manual errors, all data were collected automatically.
External Validity The participants of our experiment were mostly students
of computer science in their 5th semester. As the German Bachelor of Science
degree lasts 6 semesters, most students were almost finished with their studies. As our treatment was directed at issues with version control practices we
had experienced from similar populations, we cannot generalize this concrete
intervention to different populations. Another application of PAIP, while more
elaborate than a simple transfer of the intervention, would be more sensible.
It is questionable how many metrics and additional interventions can be introduced before software developers start ignoring such measures. The tolerable
amount of such treatments might be very low. Further research regarding such
scenarios is warranted.
Similarly, our software projects are restricted to a single semester, i.e., about
four months. We do not think that our experiment can be generalized to much
longer runtimes, as potential numbing effects seem plausible. Again, further research is needed in this regard.
3.7

Summary

Our quasi-experiment demonstrated that PAIP and the catalog of adoption patterns can be used to improve the adoption of software engineering practices —
in this case, the commit behavior of student developers. While we tried to design
our experiment to minimize threats to validity, some of them were beyond our
control. It is therefore still possible that the effects we measured were created
or influenced by other, confounding factors. However, the qualitative data from
the LID sessions back our interpretation.
This specific intervention worked for less experienced software developers in
a university setting. As we argued in section on validity, the intervention itself
might not generalize. However, this is exactly what PAIP intends: it provides a
way to create interventions that are tailored to a practice, an adoption problem,
a population, and adoption goals.
Our quasi-experiment has shown that the application of PAIP is feasible and
can be effective. While this need not be true for every possible adoption problem
or situation, this data point serves as a good indicator. More evaluations in
different contexts would be needed to improve confidence in this regard.
The metrics we chose to feed back to the students were relatively simple —
a commit count per team member and a newsfeed of commit messages. All this
information was available to previous teams via Subversion clients such as the
one included in the Eclipse IDE. Still, the different presentation of this data
made a difference in observed developer behavior.

We believe that this suggests that People Analytics projects do not need
to measure especially interesting behavior or even do so in a necessarily exact
manner. Instead, we believe that the presentation and the context of the chosen
metrics matters most.

4

Outlook

We have discussed many options and opportunities for implementing People
Analytics projects, and have hinted at the benefits. There are many different
analyses and metrics available, originating from diverse fields. We hope that
these can be useful as starting points for future research.
In the previous section, we have shown that complicated metrics possibly are
not that important, after all. Maybe the most important research that is still
to conduct lies more in the field of HCI and psychology — our conception of
what it takes to create a tool that supports collaborative work still seems more
diffuse than we are comfortable with. This feeling is likely related to the fact that
collaboration is mostly about people, and the path towards gathering reliable
knowledge about people and the processes between them seems much less clear
than algorithmic endeavors.
So far, we have ignored the more severe challenges present in People Analytics. We conclude this paper by discussing some of the challenges we believe will
have the most impact on implementing People Analytics, and what we consider
to be likely good practices to handle them.
4.1

Gaming the System

We have discussed how metrics are likely less important than their presentation.
Using a systematic process that aligns one’s goals with metrics seems sensible
and helpful.
But at the same time, how metrics are used must be informed and systematic,
which can be challenging as there are many unknowns about the possible side
effects or second-order effects of using a certain metric.
Considering the quasi-experiment discussed in the previous section — what
would have happened if the number of commits by a student would have been
tied to their course grade?
It seems very likely that students would have been more motivated to commit
more. However, it seems similarly likely that the barrier to trying to cheat the
system would have been lower, as the potential reward would have been much
higher. Campbell [7] gives an insightful overview of how metrics — in his case,
for public policy — can have the opposite effect of what was intended.
Using metrics to influence behavior is a double-edged sword: it can have
positive results, but can also backfire. To lessen this risk, metrics should be kept
playful. That is, they should not be tied to a person’s income, their grades, or
their career options. But at the same time, for a metric to have any effect, it

needs to be meaningful to those involved. Leaning on Deci’s and Ryan’s selfdetermination theory [11], relatedness — relationships to others — could help
create meaning.
4.2

Surveillance

Tracking activity data from potentially many services that developers use throughout the day also elicits thoughts about surveillance. If an employer uses People
Analytics to improve internal collaboration, employees could easily feel monitored.
We believe that this would especially be the case if employees are not sufficiently informed about what is being tracked about their behavior, what happens
to the data, and what the goal of the tracking is. After all, some employers could
indeed think that the number of commits per day that a developer pushes to the
repository should have a direct influence on salaries or promotions.
The only somewhat reliable solution to not tracking too many details about
developers’ behaviors would be to aggregate personally identifying data. Simply
anonymizing such data has been shown to be easily reversible, especially when
social networks are involved.
4.3

Public Data vs. Accessible Data

At the same time, we acknowledge that many things are already public, at least
within a team — commit data and calendar data being two of the more obvious
examples. That colleagues can look up these activity traces if they so wish we
consider as accepted as normal today.
In our experiment, we did not make more data public — we merely presented
it differently. All the data we used was available to every student all the time,
e.g., through a Subversion client. The same goes for GitHub’s newsfeed — it is
also just making existing, accessible data more visible and accessible with fewer
barriers.
This illustrates that the mere availability of data is usually not sufficient
to make it have an impact on behavior. In order to do that, data needs to be
presented in an accessible and goal-oriented manner.
4.4

Transparency

The most sensible strategy likely is to make transparent what is being measured
and to what end. This will help developers understand what their activity data
is being used for and, ideally, they will see a worthy cause in their employer’s
intentions. At the same time, employees can also act as an ethical canary for
their employer, notifying management of instances where a line has been crossed.
However, this will require a workplace culture that permits this. Part of such
a culture would be attempts from the organization to actually get any honest
feedback on their People Analytics projects from employees.
Ethical standards regarding these things will surely change with time. Yet
organizations should err on the side of standards that are too high.

4.5

Conclusions

Despite the challenges mention above, the potential upsides of People Analytics
for software development are enticing. Collaboration is one of the hardest problems in software engineering, and any improvement would likely be welcome by
developers, organizations, and researchers alike.
More and more Internet-based services are becoming available and being
used. Data about employee behavior will likely become more rather than less.
Both researchers and practitioners need to be prepared so we handle it appropriately. To do so, we need open discussions about ethical standards, best practices
on which metrics to use, and on appropriate delivery of feedback.
There are many more open challenges in People Analytics than we could
possibly have discussed, and even for those we have touched upon, we barely
scratched the surface. With this in mind, we hope our contribution can help
continue the discussion within the software engineering research community. We
would feel honored if you took us up on that — our email addresses are listed
at the top of the paper for a reason.
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